ROBERT AND LUDWIG NOBEL
question of workers' education, Ludwig Nobel constantly devoted
himself to the establishment of schools. In the case of the Ishev
works he created an educational fund1 in conjunction with the
employees who, with the exception of the casual labourers and
unskilled workmen, contributed one per cent of their wages, and
he opened a technical college giving a three years' course* Four
thousand roubles a year was spent on the upkeep of the college
buildings alone, although there was no rent and the heating cost
nothing. Ludwig founded two schools with fifty pupils each in
the " Black City " and in Balakhani
Ludwig Nobel's tireless efforts for their welfare was amply
rewarded by the boundless devotion and profound affection that he
won from all his colleagues, officials and workmen. Small and
great were inspired with the wannest feeling for the head of the
business; all were devoted to his interests, This perhaps con-
stitutes the finest testimony to the pre-eminent spiritual qualities of
this sympathetic and considerate employer.
In spite of considerable similarities in their general nature, gifts,
talents, and characters, the three Nobel brothers, Robert, Ludwig
and Alfred showed marked differences of temperament. They all
had a fertile inventive gift coupled with a lively imagination.
They were all three, although to a different degree, gifted with
originality, vitality and industry. They had also all inherited to a
certain degree something of their father's explosive temperament.
Robert, however, concerned himself more with questions of detail;
and he was more pessimistically inclined than his brothers, a
tendency which was emphasised by his illness. Ludwig, as has
already been stated was, above all, a born organiser and manu-
facturer. " A captain of industry " of extraordinary energy and
power, and rare foresight. Alfred, who was the most gifted
intellectually, had a remarkable business sense and high financial
capacity, in addition to his inventive genius, and all his faculties
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